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Robust Image Alignment for Tampering Detection
Sebastiano Battiato, Senior Member, IEEE, Giovanni Maria Farinella, Member, IEEE, Enrico Messina, and

Giovanni Puglisi, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The widespread use of classic and newest technologies
available on Internet (e.g., emails, social networks, digital reposito-
ries) has induced a growing interest on systems able to protect the
visual content against malicious manipulations that could be per-
formed during their transmission. One of the main problems ad-
dressed in this context is the authentication of the image received
in a communication. This task is usually performed by localizing
the regions of the image which have been tampered. To this aim the
aligned image should be first registered with the one at the sender
by exploiting the information provided by a specific component of
the forensic hash associated to the image. In this paper we pro-
pose a robust alignment method which makes use of an image hash
component based on the Bag of Features paradigm. The proposed
signature is attached to the image before transmission and then
analyzed at destination to recover the geometric transformations
which have been applied to the received image. The estimator is
based on a voting procedure in the parameter space of the model
used to recover the geometric transformation occurred into the
manipulated image. The proposed image hash encodes the spa-
tial distribution of the image features to deal with highly textured
and contrasted tampering patterns. A block-wise tampering detec-
tion which exploits an histograms of oriented gradients representa-
tion is also proposed. A non-uniform quantization of the histogram
of oriented gradient space is used to build the signature of each
image block for tampering purposes. Experiments show that the
proposed approach obtains good margin of performances with re-
spect to state-of-the art methods.

Index Terms—Bag of features (BOF), forensic hash, geometric
transformations, image forensics, image registration, tampering.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS

T HE growing demand of techniques useful to protect
digital visual data against malicious manipulations is

induced by different episodes that make questionable the use
of visual content as evidence material [1], [2]. Specifically,
methods useful to establish the validity and authenticity of a
received image are needed in the context of Internet communi-
cations. The problem of tampering detection can be addressed
using a watermarking-based approach. The watermark is in-
serted into the image, and during tampering detection, it is
extracted to verify if there was a malicious manipulation on the
received image. A damage into the watermark indicates a tam-
pering of the image under consideration. A clear disadvantage
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in using watermarking is the need for distorting the content.
To overcome this problem signature-based approaches have
been introduced. In this latter case the image hash is not em-
bedded into the image; it is associated with the image as header
information and must be small and robust against different
operations. Different signature-based approaches have been
recently proposed in literature [3]–[10]. Most of them share the
same basic scheme: 1) a hash code based on the visual content
is attached to the image to be sent; 2) the hash is analyzed at
destination to verify the reliability of the received image.
An image hash is a distinctive signature which represents the

visual content of the image in a compact way (usually just few
bytes). The image hash should be robust against allowed oper-
ations and at the same time it should differ from the one com-
puted on a different/tampered image. Image hashing techniques
are considered extremely useful to validate the authenticity of an
image received through a communication channel. Although the
importance of the binary decision task related to the image au-
thentication, this is not always sufficient. In the application con-
text of Forensic Science is fundamental to provide scientific ev-
idence through the history of the possible manipulations applied
to the original image to obtain the one under analysis. In many
cases, the source image is unknown, and, as in the application
context of this paper, all the information about the manipulation
of the image should be recovered from the short image hash
signature, making more challenging the final task. The list of
manipulations provides to the end user the information needed
to decide whether the image can be trusted or not.
In order to perform tampering localization, the receiver

should be able to filter out all the geometric transformations
(e.g., rotation, scaling, translation, etc.) added to the tampered
image by aligning the received image to the one at the sender
[3]–[8]. The alignment should be done in a semi-blind way:
at destination one can use only the received image and the
image hash to deal with the alignment problem; the reference
image is not available. The challenging task of recovering the
geometric transformations occurred on a received image from
its signature motivates this work. The main contribution of the
paper is in the design of a robust forensic hash method to better
perform both image alignment and tampering localization.
Despite the fact that different robust alignment techniques

have been proposed by computer vision researchers [11]–[13],
these techniques are unsuitable in the context of forensic
hashing, since a fundamental requirement is that the image
signature should be as “compact” as possible to reduce the
overhead of the network communications. To fit the underlying
requirements, authors of [6] have proposed to exploit infor-
mation extracted through Radon transform and scale space
theory in order to estimate the parameters of the geometric
transformations (i.e., rotation and scale). To make more robust

1556-6013/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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the alignment phase with respect to manipulations such as
cropping and tampering, an image hash based on robust in-
variant features has been proposed in [7]. The latter technique
extended the idea previously proposed in [8] by employing the
bag of features (BOF) model to represent the features to be
used as image hash. The exploitation of the BOF representation
is useful to reduce the space needed for the image signature, by
maintaining the performances of the alignment component. In
[4] a more robust approach based on a cascade of estimators
has been introduced; it is able to better handle the replicated
matchings in order to make a more robust estimation of the
orientation parameter. Moreover, the cascade of estimators
allows a higher precision in estimating the scale factor. A more
effective way to deal with the problem of wrong matchings has
been proposed in [3], where a filtering strategy based on the
scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) dominant directions
combined in cascade with a robust estimator based on a voting
strategy on the parameter space is presented.
Taking into account the technique in [3], we propose to extend

the underlying approach by encoding the spatial distribution of
the image features to deal with highly textured and contrasted
tampering patterns. The estimator is based on a voting proce-
dure in the parameter space of the model used to recover the
geometric transformation occurred into the manipulated image.
As pointed out by the experimental results, the proposedmethod
obtains satisfactory results with a significant margin in terms of
estimation accuracy with respect to [4] and [7]. Moreover, by
encoding spatial distribution of features, the proposed strategy
outperforms the original method proposed in [3] when strongly
contrasted and/or texture regions are contained into the image.
We also propose a block-wise tampering detection based on his-
tograms of oriented gradients representation whichmakes use of
a non-uniform quantization to build the signature of each image
block for tampering purposes. Experimental results confirm the
effectiveness of the non-uniform quantization in terms of both
compactness of the final hash signature and tampering detection
accuracy.
To sum up, the main contributions of the paper can be sum-

marized as follows.
1) The exploitation of replicated matchings from the begin-
ning of the estimation process. Feature encoding by vi-
sual words allows a considerable gain in terms of com-
pression but introduces the problem related to the repli-
cated matchings. Lu et al. [7] simply consider only the
single matching in the first estimation and refine the re-
sults later considering the remaining ones. Although the
refinement can be useful, the correctness of the final esti-
mation heavily depends on the first estimation (only a re-
finement is performed later). Our approach does not dis-
card replicated matchings retaining their useful informa-
tion. The ambiguity of the matching is solved considering
all the possible pairs with the same . As discussed also in
[4], this solution introduces additional noise (i.e., incorrect
pairs) that has to be properly taken into account employing
the voting procedure.

2) The robust estimator based on a voting strategy. It is worth
noting that, although a voting strategy in a parameter space
cannot be considered completely novel, the function that

permits us to map the matchings from the image coordinate
space to the parameters space is novel. Specifically, the
equations related to the similarity model have been com-
bined and the computational complexity of the approach
has been considerably reduced with respect to the simple
application of the voting procedure in the four-dimensional
parameters space.

3) Feature selection based on their spatial distribution. In pre-
vious works (Lu et al. [7], Roy et al. [8], Battiato et al.
[4]) the features were selected considering only their con-
trast properties. This selection strategy is not robust against
some malicious attacks (see Section IV). The proposed ap-
proach introduces a novel selection strategy that considers
both contrast properties and spatial distribution of the fea-
tures.

4) Complex dataset of tampered images. We built a dataset to
be used for tampering detection consisting of 23 591 im-
ages belonging to different classes employing lots of trans-
formations. A realistic dataset of tampered images (DB-
Forgery [14]) has been also considered for testing pur-
poses.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the proposed signature for the alignment component
and the overall registration framework. Section III intro-
duces the tampering component used by the system, whereas
Section IV discusses the importance of embedding the spatial
distribution of the features into the image hash. Sections V
and VI report experiments and discuss both the registration
performances and the tampering localization results. Finally,
Section VIII concludes the paper with avenues for further
research.

II. REGISTRATION COMPONENT

As previously stated, one of the common steps of tampering
detection systems is the alignment of the received image. Image
registration is crucial since all the other tasks (e.g., tampering
localization) usually assume that the received image is aligned
with the original one, and hence could fail if the registration is
not properly done. Classical registration approaches [11]–[13]
cannot be directly employed in the considered context due the
limited information that can be used (i.e., original image is not
available at destination and the image hash should be as short
as possible).
The schema of the proposed registration component is shown

in Fig. 1. As in [3], [4], and [7], we adopt a BOF-based repre-
sentation [15] to reduce the dimensionality of the descriptors to
be used as hash component for the alignment. Differently than
[4] and [7], we employ a transformation model and a voting
strategy to retrieve the geometric manipulation [16].
In the proposed system, a codebook is generated by clustering

the set of SIFT [17] extracted on training images. The clustering
procedure points out a centroid for each cluster. The set of cen-
troids represents the codebook to be used during the image hash
generation. The computed codebook is shared between sender
and receiver (Fig. 1). It should be noted that the codebook is
built only once, and then used for all the communications be-
tween sender and receiver (i.e., no extra overhead for each com-
munication). The sender extracts SIFT features and sorts them
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Fig. 1. Overall schema of proposed registration component.

in descending order with respect to their contrast values. After-
ward, the top SIFT are selected and associated to the label
corresponding to the closest centroid belonging to the shared
codebook. Hence, the final signature for the alignment com-
ponent is created by considering the label, the dominant di-
rection , and the keypoint coordinates for each selected
SIFT (Fig. 1). The source image and the corresponding hash
component for the alignment are sent to the destination. As
in [5] the system assumes that the image is sent over a network
consisting of possibly untrusted nodes, whereas the signature is
sent upon request through a trusted authentication server which
encrypts the hash in order to guarantee its integrity. During the
untrusted communication the image could be manipulated for
malicious purposes.
Once the image reaches the destination, the receiver gener-

ates the related hash signature for registration by using the
same procedure employed by the sender. Then, the entries of the
hashes and are matched by considering the values (see
Fig. 1). Note that an entry of may havemore than one associa-
tion with entries of (and vice versa) due to possible replicated
elements in the hash signatures. After matchings are obtained,
the alignment is performed by employing a similarity transfor-
mation of keypoint pairs corresponding to matched hashes en-
tries

(1)

(2)

The previous transformation is used to model the geometrical
manipulations which have been done on the source image
during the untrusted communication. The model assumes that

a point in the source image is transformed in a
point in the image at destination with a combi-
nation of rotation , scaling and translation .
The aim of the alignment phase is the estimation of the
quadruple by exploiting the correspondences

related to matchings between and . We
propose to use a cascade approach; first, an initial estimation
of the parameters is accomplished through a voting
procedure in the quantized parameter space . Such
a procedure is performed after filtering outlier matchings by
taking into account the differences between dominant orienta-
tions of matched entries. The initial estimation is then refined
considering only reliable matchings in order to obtain the final
parameters . Afterward, the scaling parameter
is estimated by means of the parameters which
have been previously estimated on the reliable information
obtained through the filtering described previously. The overall
estimation procedure is detailed in the following.
Moving and on the left side and by considering the

ratio of (1) and (2) the following equation holds:

(3)

Solving (3) with respect to and we get the formulas to be
used in the voting procedure

(4)

(5)
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Fig. 2. Slice of 3-D histogram in correspondence of , obtained consid-
ering an image manipulated with parameters . For
a fixed rotational angle , each pair of coordinates and votes
for a line in the quantized 2-D parameter space . Lines corresponding
to inliers (blue) intersect in the bin , whereas remaining lines
(red) are related to outliers.

For a given value of , each pair of coordinates and
can be used together with (4) and (5) to represent two

lines in the parameter space .
The initial estimation of the parameters is hence

obtained by considering the densest bin of a 3-D histogram in
the quantized parameter space . This means that
the initial estimation of is accomplished in corre-
spondence of the maximum number of intersections between
lines generated by matched keypoints (Fig. 2). Actually (4) and
(5) are two different ways of representing the same line (

, and ) and are not two different lines. It
may be possible that due to the quantization of the parameters,
the “votes” based on these two equations fall into different bins,
but essentially, every point is counted twice in the estimation
method. Considering only one (4) or (5), due to the quantization
of the parameters, some lines intersecting the correct bin could
not be considered in the final count (it depends of the angular co-
efficient). Considering both lines, at least one count is recorded.
As stated, to discard outliers (i.e., wrong matchings) the infor-
mation coming from the dominant directions of SIFT is used
during the voting procedure. In particular, is
a rough estimation of the rotational angle . Hence, for each
fixed triplet of the quantized parameter space, the
voting procedure considers only the matchings between and
such that . The threshold value is chosen

to consider only matchings with a rough estimation which
is closer to the considered (e.g., consider just matchings with

a small initial error of 3.5 degree). The proposed approach is
summarized in Algorithm 1. The algorithm gives an initial es-
timation of rotation angle and translation vector by
taking into account the quantized values used to build the 3-D
histogram into the parameter space.

Algorithm 1: Voting procedure

Input:
The set of matching pairs
The filtering threshold

Output:
The initial estimation
The selected bin

begin

for to 180 do

for each do

for to do

for to do

end

To further refine the initial estimation we further exploit the
matchings which have generated the lines intersecting in

the selected bin (see Algorithm 1). Specifically, for each pair
corresponding to the selected bin we

consider the following translation vectors:

(6)

(7)
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together with the subsequent equations

(8)

(9)

The parameters values in (6) and (7) are obtained
through the voting procedure (see Algorithm 1).
Solving (8) and (9) with respect to and

we obtain

(10)

(11)

Since the ratio is by definition equal to , for each
pair of matched keypoints we can estimate by exploiting the
following formula:

(12)

Once is obtained, (13) [derived from (8) and (9) by consid-
ering (6) and (7)] is used to estimate .

(13)

The previous method produces a quadruple
for each matching pair corresponding
to the bin selected with the Algorithm 1. The final transfor-
mation parameters to be used for the registration
are computed by averaging over all the produced quadru-
ples. Since the quadruples ( , , , ) are obtained in
correspondence of matchings filtered through the voting pro-
cedure (i.e., outliers have been removed), the simple average
on the quadruples is robust enough as confirmed by the experi-
mental results. It is worth noting that the proposed registration
method, by combining (1) and (2) (similarity transformation),
obtains a considerable reduction of computational complexity
and memory usage. The combination of (1) and (2) allows us
to use a 3-D histogram to estimate four parameters instead of a
4-D histogram as in the case of a naive implementation based
on classic Hough transform [18].
Although the proposed procedure was built considering a

similarity model, it can be extended to deal with affine trans-
formations

(14)

(15)

where and are points in the source image and
transformed image , respectively, and are the
six real parameters of the affine transformation. Specifically, the
voting procedure based on the similarity model is used to select

thematching pairs corresponding to the
bin selected by Algorithm 1. These pairs are then used to esti-
mate the parameters of the affine transformation by using the
least squares algorithm. The effectiveness of the proposed solu-
tion, together with its limits, is reported in Section V-A.
It should be noted that some values may appear more than

once in and/or in . Even if a small number of SIFT are
selected during the image hash generation process, the conflict
due to replicated can arise. As experimentally demonstrated
in the next section, by retaining the replicated values the accu-
racy of the estimation increases, and the number of “unmatched”
images decreases (i.e., image pairs that the algorithm is not able
to process because there are no matchings between and ).
The described approach considers all the possible matchings in
order to preserve the useful information. The correct matchings
are hence retained but other wrong pairs could be generated.
Since the noise introduced by considering correct and incorrect
pairs can badly influence the final estimation results, the pres-
ence of possible wrong matchings should be considered during
the estimation process. The approach described in this paper
deals with the problem of wrong matchings combining in cas-
cade a filtering strategy based on the SIFT dominant direction
with a robust estimator based on a voting strategy on the pa-

rameter space of a geometric transformation model. In this way,
the information of spatial position of keypoints and their dom-
inant orientations are jointly considered, and the scale factor is
estimated only at the end of the cascade on reliable information.
Note that, as already shown in [4], the replication of the match-
ings makes unreliable the direct estimation of the scale factor;
hence it is estimated at the end of the process on the filtered
data. As demonstrated by the experiments, replicated matchings
help to better estimate the rotational parameter, whereas the in-
troduced cascade approach allows robustness in estimating the
scale factor.

III. TAMPERING LOCALIZATION COMPONENT

Once the alignment has been performed as described in
Section II, the image is analyzed to detect tampered regions.
Tampering localization is the process of localizing the regions
of the image that have been manipulated for malicious pur-
poses to change the semantic meaning of the visual message.
The tampering manipulation typically changes the properties
(e.g., edges distributions, colors, textures, etc.) of some image
regions. To deal with this problem the image is usually divided
into non-overlapping blocks which are represented through
feature vectors computed taking into account their content.
The feature vectors computed at the source are then sent to
a destination where these are used as forensic hash for the
tampering detection component of the system. The check to
localize tampered blocks is performed by the receiver taking
into account the received signature and the one computed
(with the same procedure employed by the sender) on the
received image. The comparison of the signatures is performed
block-wise after the alignment (see Section II).
Among the different representations used to describe the con-

tent of a block, the histogram of gradients has been successfully
applied in the context of image tampering localization [7], [8].
The image is convolved with simple derivative filters along the
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Fig. 3. Schema of proposed block description process. First each block is described by a histogram of gradient (HOG), then it is associated to a prototype belonging
to a vocabulary previously generated on training samples.

horizontal and vertical direction obtaining magnitude and orien-
tation for each pixel. For each block a histogram is built consid-
ering a set of quantized orientations. The orientation bins can
be in the range 0 180 (“unsigned” gradient) or 0 360
(“signed” gradient). Each pixel of the considered block votes for
a bin of the histogram through a function of the gradient magni-
tude of the pixel (e.g., root, square root), the magnitude itself or
a clipped version representing the presence of an edge. Finally,
the obtained histograms are normalized and then quantized in
order to obtain a more compact hash for each block (e.g., 15
bit for each block [8]). The comparison of histograms of corre-
sponding blocks is usually performed through a similarity mea-
sure (e.g., Euclidean distance, minimum intersection, etc.) and
a thresholding procedure.
Although the histograms can be simply quantized in a uni-

form way [8], in this paper we propose to exploit a non-uniform
quantization by computing a vocabulary of histograms of orien-
tation. In the proposed approach, the orientation histograms re-
lated to blocks extracted on training images are clustered taking
into account their similarity (Euclidean distance). The proto-
types (i.e., centroids) of the produced clusters are retained to
form the vocabulary. Images at sender and receiver are first split
into blocks and then each block is associated to the closest his-
togram prototype belonging to the shared vocabulary. Compar-
ison between signatures is made by simply comparing the IDs
of corresponding blocks after the alignment. The overall scheme
related to the generation of the block representation is reported
in Fig. 3. Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of the
proposed non-uniform quantization in terms of both compact-
ness of the final hash signature and tampering detection accu-
racy.

IV. DELUDING REGISTRATION IN TAMPERING
DETECTION SYSTEMS

As stated in Section I, the image signature to be used into the
alignment component should be robust against malicious ma-
nipulations. Moreover, the image hash should be robust with re-
spect to the different visual content to be encoded (textures, con-
trast variations, etc.). Tampering detection systems often em-
ploy robust invariant local features (e.g., SIFT) to deal with
a large range of image manipulations during alignment phase.
As described in this paper, in the context of communication a
small subset of the robust features is retained to compose the
image hash for the alignment component. These features are
typically selected considering their contrast properties (higher
stability) without taking into account their spatial distribution
in the image (see Section II). In this section we show, through
an example, that it is possible to design ad hoc attacks to SIFT-
based hashingmethods. Specifically, we show that a simple tam-
pering, obtained by adding a patch containing a highly textur-
ized and contrasted pattern to the original image, deludes the
typical SIFT-based registration systems by concealing all the
true local features useful to properly align the received image.
Fig. 4 shows an example of malicious tampering which de-
ludes the typical SIFT-based systems presented in [3], [4], [7],
and [8]. In Fig. 4(a) the image at the source is shown, whereas
the malicious pattern added during the transmission is reported
in Fig. 4(b). Sixty SIFT selected by the approach discussed in
Section II, at both source and destination, are shown in Fig. 4(c)
and Fig. 4(d). As demonstrated by the figures, all the SIFT ex-
tracted by the sender which are used to build the alignment sig-
nature are concealed at destination, since all the 60 SIFT ex-
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Fig. 4. Concealing true local features: (a) Original image, (b) tampering pat-
tern, (c) 60 SIFT selected by ordering contrast values on the original image.
(d) The 60 SIFT selected by ordering contrast values on tampered image.

Fig. 5. Cluster-based feature selection. (a) The 60 SIFT selected considering
spatial clustering and contrast values on original image. (b) The 60 SIFT se-
lected with spatial clustering and contrast values on tampered image.

tracted by the receiver lie on the tampering pattern. The align-
ment procedure is hence invalidated, and all further processing
to verify the authenticity of the image, to localize the tampered
regions, and in general to tell the history of the manipulations of
the image, will be unreliable. In order to improve the robustness
of the registration phase we suggest to modify the initial step
of feature selection by considering also the spatial distribution
of the keypoints in the image. As already reported in [19]–[21]
the spatial distribution of the features on the entire image is a
property that registration algorithms have to take into account.
The proposed spatial-based selection process works as follows:
first the SIFT are extracted and then grouped taking into ac-
count the spatial coordinates of the obtained feature keypoints.
The grouping can be done employing a classic clustering algo-
rithm (k-means, hierarchical clustering, etc.). For each cluster,
the best SIFT in terms of contrast value is selected. In this way,
the proposed feature selection procedure allows us to extract
high contrasted features (corresponding to the clusters) well
distributed in the image in terms of spatial position. As shown
in Fig. 5 and as pointed out by the experiments, this strategy al-
lows coping with tampering obtained by adding a high textured
and contrasted patterns.

V. REGISTRATION RESULTS

This section reports a number of experiments on which the
proposed approach (see Sections II and IV) has been tested
and compared with respect to [3], [4], and [7]. Tests have been

TABLE I
IMAGE TRANSFORMATIONS

performed considering a subset of the following datasets: [22]
and DBForgery 1.0 [14]. The former dataset is made up of
4485 images (average size of 244 272 pixels) belonging
to 15 different scene categories at basic level of description:
bedroom, suburb, industrial, kitchen, living room, coast,
forest, highway, inside city, mountain, open country, street,
tall building, office, store. The composition of the considered
dataset allows for coping with the high scene variability needed
to properly test methods in the context of application of this
paper. The training set used in the experiments is built through
a random selection of 150 images from the aforementioned
dataset. Specifically, ten images have been randomly sampled
from each scene category. In order to consider also realistic
tampering 29 images have been selected from DBForgery
1.0 and added to the training dataset. The test set consists
of 21 980 images generated through the application of dif-
ferent manipulations on the training images. Training and test
sets are available for experimental purposes.1 The following
image transformations have been considered (Table I): crop-
ping, rotation, scaling, translation, seam carving, tampering,
linear photometric transformation and JPEG compression. The
considered transformations are typically available on image
manipulation software. Tampering on the [22] subset has been
performed through the swapping of blocks (50 50) between
two images randomly selected from the training set. A realistic
tampering on DBForgery 1.0 images has been obtained by
simply using the script provided together with the dataset [14].
Images obtained through various combinations of the basic
transformations, as well as the ones obtained adding the ma-
licious tampering shown in Fig. 4(b), have been included into
the test set to make more challenging the task to be addressed.
The registration results obtained employing the proposed

alignment approach (with and without spatial clustering) with
hash component of different size (i.e., different number of
SIFT) are reported in Table II. The results are related to the
alignment of the test images on which both versions of the
proposed method are able to find matching between and .
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach,

and to highlight the contribution of both the replicated match-
ings and cascade filtering during the estimation, we have per-
formed comparative tests by considering our method (with and

1http://iplab.dmi.unict.it/download/Forensics/datasetTIFS.zip
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TABLE II
REGISTRATION RESULTS OF PROPOSED APPROACH

TABLE III
COMPARISON WITH RESPECT TO UNMATCHED IMAGES

without spatial clustering), the approach proposed in [7] and the
method proposed in [4] which exploits both replicated match-
ings and a cascade filtering approach. The results of Lu et al. [7]
presented in this paper have been obtained considering the orig-
inal code of the authors. The threshold used in our approach
to filter the correspondences (see Section II) has been set to 3.5 .
The quantized values and needed to evaluate the right side
of (4) and (5) in Algorithm 1 have been quantized considering a
step of 2.5 pixels (see Fig. 2). In [4] a histogram with bin size of
7 ranging from 180 to 180 has been used for the rotation
estimation step, whereas a histogram with bin size equal to 0.05
ranging from 0 to was employed to estimate the
scale. Finally, a codebook with 1000 visual words has been em-
ployed to compare the different approaches. The codebook has
been learned through k-means clustering on the overall SIFT
descriptors extracted on training images.
First, let us examine the typically cases on which the consid-

ered registration approaches are not able to work. Two cases
can be distinguished: 1) no matchings are found between the
hash built at the sender and the one computed by the
receiver ; 2) all the matchings are replicated. The first
problem can be mitigated considering a higher number of
features (i.e., SIFT). The second one is solved by allowing
replicated matchings (see Section II).
As reported in Table III, by increasing the number of SIFT

points the number of unmatched images decreases (i.e., image
pairs that the algorithm is not able to process because there are
no matchings between and ) for all the approaches. In all
cases the percentage of images on which our algorithm (with
and without spatial clustering) is able to work is higher than
the one obtained by the approach proposed in [7]. Despite the
fact that percentages of unmatched images obtained by [4] is
less than the one obtained by the proposed approach, the tests
reported in the following reveal that our method strongly out-
performs the other two in terms of parameter estimation error
and robustness with respect to the different transformations.
Tables IV and V show the results obtained in terms of rota-

tional and scale estimation throughmean absolute error. In order
to properly compare the methods, the results have been com-
puted taking into account the images on which all approaches

TABLE IV
AVERAGE ROTATIONAL ERROR

TABLE V
AVERAGE SCALING ERROR

were able to work (the number of unmatched images is reported
into the tables). The proposed approach (with and without spa-
tial clustering) outperforms [4] and [7] obtaining a considerable
gain both in terms of rotational and scaling accuracy. More-
over, the performance of our approach significantly improves
with the increasing of the extracted feature points (SIFT). On
the contrary, the technique in [7] is not able to takes advantage
from the information coming from an increasing number of ex-
tracted SIFT points. The rotational estimation gain obtained by
employing our approach instead of the one in [7] is about 6
exploiting the minimum number of SIFT, and reaches 7 with
60 SIFT. A good gain in terms of performance is also obtained
with respect to the scale factor (Table V).
To better compare the different approaches, the Regression

Error Characteristic Curves (REC) method has been employed
[23]. The REC curve is the cumulative distribution function
of the error. The area over the curve is a biased estimation of
the expected error of an employed estimation model. In Fig. 6
the comparison through REC curves is shown for both rotation
and scaling factor. The results have been obtained considering
60 SIFT to build the alignment signature of training and test
images. REC curves confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
method (with and without spatial clustering) which outperforms
the other approaches.
Additional experiments have been performed in order to ex-

amine the dependence of the average rotational and scaling error
with respect to the rotation and scale transformation parameters
respectively. Looking at the results obtained with the proposed
approach one can observe that the rotational estimation error
slightly increases with the rotation angle [Fig. 7(a)]. For the
scale transformation, the error has lower values in the proximity
of one (no scale change) and increases considering scale factors
higher or lower than one [Fig. 7(b)]. The experiments reported
in Fig. 7(a) and (b) consider only single transformations. Specif-
ically, Fig. 7(a) considers only the set of images that have been
rotated whereas Fig. 7(b) the scaled ones. It should be noted that
theproposed registration approachobtains the best performances
in all cases for both rotational and scaling estimation.
Finally, we have performed comparative tests to highlight

the contribution of adding spatial clustering during SIFT selec-
tion (see Section IV). To this aim the test images obtained by
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Fig. 6. REC curves comparison.

Fig. 7. Comparison on single transformation (60 SIFT). (a) Average rotation error at varying of the rotation angle. (b) Average scaling error at varying of the
scale factor.

adding the malicious pattern [Fig. 4(b)] have been considered.
Table VI shows the percentage ofmalicious manipulated images
that cannot be considered by the different approaches (i.e., there
are no matchings between and ), whereas Tables VII and
VIII report the results obtained by the different approaches on
the malicious manipulated images on which matchings between
and have been found. In Table IX the different approaches

are compared taking into account only the images on which all
the approaches are able to find matchings between and .
The results demonstrate that robustness can be obtained embed-
ding spatial information during the selection of the features to
be used as a signature for the alignment component. The em-
bedded spatial information helps to deal with tampered images
obtained by adding patches containing a highly texturized and
contrasted pattern. It is worth noting that the proposed ad hoc at-
tack has been considered to underline the weakness of selecting
the features considering only their contrast properties. Although
the considered patch is pretty evident, similar results should be
obtained by other smaller patches distributed in the images in
non-uniform regions.
The compactness of the hash code is an important feature of

the alignment method. In the following a brief analysis in terms
of number of bits is reported. Considering the parameters used

TABLE VI
PERCENTAGE OF UNMATCHED IMAGES OBTAINED THROUGH MALICIOUS

MANIPULATION

TABLE VII
AVERAGE ROTATIONAL ERROR ON IMAGES OBTAINED THROUGH MALICIOUS

MANIPULATION

in our tests, the final size of the hash code for the alignment
component is 44 bits for each selected keypoint. Our vocabu-
lary contains 1000 visual words, each can be then represented
by ten bits. Dominant orientation, ranging from 0 to 360 , has
been represented by using ten bits. Finally, the coordinates of
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TABLE VIII
AVERAGE SCALING ERROR MALICIOUS ON IMAGES OBTAINED THROUGH

MALICIOUS MANIPULATION

TABLE IX
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES ON IMAGES OBTAINED THROUGH

MALICIOUS MANIPULATION

the detected interest point are described by using 12 bits for each
component ( and ). Considering, as an example, 60 keypoints
the final hash size is 330 bytes. Lu et al. consider a five param-
eters vector for each selected keypoint. As reported in [7], each
five-parameter vector takes around 50 bits. Considering 60 SIFT
375 bytes must be used for the registration component. Battiato
et al. technique [4], taking into account only , keypoint scale
and dominant orientation uses 225 byte to describe 60 SIFT.

A. Dealing With Affine Transformations

As already stated in Section II, we extended our approach
considering a final estimation step based on the affine model
[see (14) and (15)]. To assess the performances of this approach
several tests have been conducted on the previously generated
dataset (see Table I). In Table X the comparison with respect
to the versions based on a similarity model [see (1) and (2)] is
reported. The affine-based approach obtains, on average, results
similar to the other considered approaches based on a similarity
transformation.
A second experiment has been performed to test the accu-

racy of the proposed approach in presence of two typically affine
transformations. The first one is the shearing transformation de-
fined as follows:

(16)

(17)

where and are points in the source image and
transformed image , respectively, and is the shear parameter.
The anisotropic scaling has been also considered

(18)

(19)

where and represent the scaling factor along the and
axis, respectively.
A novel test dataset has been hence built by using (16) and

(17) for shear and (18) and (19) for the anisotropic scale (see
Table XI). As reported in Tables XII and XIII the accuracy of
the proposed affine solution, although dependent on the degree

of the affine warping, can be considered satisfactory. Finally, the
results obtained with the affine model by considering the dataset
containing all the transformation in Tables I and XI are reported
in Table XIV. The obtained results confirm the effectiveness of
the proposed approach.

VI. TAMPERING RESULTS

Despite the main contribution of this paper being related
to the design of a robust registration procedure, tampering
detection has been included for completeness and to exper-
imentally show that a good alignment step is fundamental
to obtain satisfactory results. The final step of the proposed
framework is the tampering detection, i.e., the localization
of the image regions that have been modified for malicious
purposes. As already stated in Section III we adopt an image
representation based on histogram of gradients to properly
describe image blocks (see Fig. 3). Our technique has been
implemented making use of some useful routines already avail-
able for HOG-like feature computing [24]. More specifically,
image gradients are computed by using the simple 1-D filters
[ 1 0 1] and 1 0 1 . These gradients are then used to obtain
magnitude and orientation for each image pixel. The image
is then divided into non-overlapped blocks 32 32 and an
orientation histogram is built considering four orientations in
the range [ 90, 90] degrees (“unsigned” gradient). Each pixel
of the considered block votes for a bin of the histogram with
its magnitude. Finally, the obtained histograms are normalized
and quantized. Two kinds of quantization have been considered
to test the proposed framework: uniform and non-uniform.
The uniform quantization [8] simple uses a fixed number of
bits (e.g., three in our tests) to describe a single bin of the
histogram. Considering four orientation, 12 bits are used to
describe a single block. The proposed non-uniform quantiza-
tion makes use of a precomputed vocabulary of histograms of
orientations containing prototypes ( bit for each block).
This vocabulary has been obtained making use of a simple
k-means clustering. All the aforementioned parameters have
been derived through experimental analysis taking into account
the specificity of the considered problem (e.g., the hash has to
be as compact as possible).
In order to validate the tampering localization step several

experiments have been performed considering a subset of the
dataset previously used for alignment purposed. This subset
consists of 2714 images containing a tampering patch. First
we tested the tampering detection performances considering a
uniform quantization of the orientation histograms. Euclidean
distance between represented blocks is used to discriminate
between tampered and not tampered image regions. All the
approaches already considered in the alignment tests have been
compared through ROC curves (Fig. 8). The area under the
curves indicates a biased estimation of the expected tampering
detection accuracy of the different methods. These curves
have been obtained at varying of the threshold used to
localize local tampering. It is worth noting that all the image
blocks are divided in three groups: tampered blocks, not tam-
pered blocks and border blocks (i.e., blocks that after alignment
contain black pixels of the border). In our tests the blocks of
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TABLE X
COMPARISON AMONG AFFINE AND SIMILARITY BASED MODEL APPROACHES. SIXTY SIFT HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED IN IMAGE

HASH GENERATION PROCESS

TABLE XI
IMAGE TRANSFORMATIONS

TABLE XII
SHEAR ERROR AT VARYING OF PARAMETER. SIXTY SIFT HAVE

BEEN CONSIDERED IN IMAGE HASH GENERATION PROCESS

Fig. 8. Tampering detection comparison through ROC curves. Results have
been obtained by using uniform quantization of histograms of gradients (12 bits
per block).

TABLE XIII
SCALING ERROR AT VARYING OF AND PARAMETERS. SIXTY SIFT

HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED IN IMAGE HASH GENERATION PROCESS

the border have been discarded. The overall workflow is shown
in Fig. 9. As shown by Fig. 8, our approach (with and without
spatial clustering) outperforms all the other techniques. Better
alignment corresponds to better localization of manipulations.
Further experiments have been conducted by considering the

proposed non-uniform quantization. Several vocabularies of
histograms have been generated through k-means considering

(i.e., the number of prototypes) ranging from 2 to 2 . This
clustering has been performed on the histogram of gradients
extracted from the whole scene category dataset [22]. Since
the performance of the uniform quantization depends on the
selected threshold , to properly compare uniform and
non-uniform quantization the threshold has been fixed to
obtain similar true positive values [Fig. 10(a)]. As reported
in Fig. 10(b) the non-uniform approach obtains better results
considering a number of bits greater than 4 (i.e., 16 prototype).
It is worth noting that the non-uniform quantization describes
a single block making use of only bits instead of 12 bits
used by uniform quantization as in [8].

VII. ALIGNMENT COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

The complexity of the proposed voting approach is propor-
tional to the range of the translations to be considered
during the estimation, to the considered rotations and
to the number of involved matchings . To sum up, the
complexity is . In order to have a quantitative
measure of the complexity of the different algorithms, we per-
formed a comparative test taking into account their execution
time (Table XV). The tests have been performed on a Quad Core
i7 with 8 Gb of RAM. All the considered techniques are imple-
mented in Matlab (R2011b). Although the computational com-
plexity of the proposed approach is higher than the other con-
sidered techniques, its results are considerably better.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

The main contribution of this paper is related to the align-
ment of images in the context of distributed forensic systems. A
robust image registration component which exploits an image
signature based on the BOF paradigm has been introduced.
The proposed hash encodes the spatial distribution of features
to better deal with highly texturized and contrasted tampering
patches. Moreover, a non-uniform quantization of histograms
of oriented gradients is exploited to perform tampering lo-
calization. The proposed framework has been experimentally
tested on a representative dataset of scenes. Comparative
tests show that the proposed approach outperforms recently
appeared techniques by obtaining a significant margin in
terms of registration accuracy, discriminative performances
and tampering detection. Future works should concern a more
in-depth analysis to establish the minimal number of SIFT
needed to guarantee an accurate estimation of the geometric
transformations and a study in terms of bits needed to represent
the overall image signature.
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Fig. 9. Example of proposed tampering detection workflow. In (d) orange indicates recognized tampered blocks, whereas green indicates blocks detected
as not tampered. Blue indicates image blocks falling on border of images after registration. The 32 32 grid in (c) and (d) has been overimposed just for
visual assessment. This result has been obtained employing alignment with spatial clustering and non-uniform quantization for tampering detection. (a) Original
image. (b) Tampered image. (c) Image registration. (d) Tampering localization.

Fig. 10. Comparison of tampering detection results by considering uniform (12 bits per block) and non-uniform (from 1 to 12 bits per block) quantization of
histograms of gradient space.

TABLE XIV
AVERAGE ERRORS OBTAINED BY PROPOSED SOLUTION BASED ON
AFFINE MODEL. SIXTY SIFT HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED IN IMAGE

HASH GENERATION PROCESS

TABLE XV
EXECUTION TIME COMPARISON BETWEEN PROPOSED APPROACH AND OTHER

CONSIDERED TECHNIQUES
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